Incorporation of 'social' variables into epidemiological models remains a challenge. Too much detail and models cease to be useful; too little and the very notion of infection -a highly social process in human populations -may be considered with little reference to the social. The French sociologist Émile Durkheim proposed that the scientific study of society required identification and study of 'social currents'. Such 'currents' are what we might today describe as 'emergent properties', specifiable variables appertaining to individuals and groups, which represent the perspectives of social actors as they experience the environment in which they live their lives. Here we review the ways in which one particular emergent property, hope, relevant to a range of epidemiological situations, might be used in epidemiological modelling of infectious diseases in human populations. We also indicate how such an approach might be extended to include a range of other potential emergent properties to represent complex social and economic processes bearing on infectious disease transmission.
of this knowledge to control the health problems." (M Portas, A Dictionary of Epidemiology, OUP, 2008, p. 81 ).
There seems an obvious and direct connection between theoretical epidemiology and the pursuit and understanding of public health, defined as: "the science and art of preventing disease, prolonging life and promoting health through the organized efforts and informed choices of society, organizations, public and private, communities and individuals." (Winslow, Charles-Edward Amory (Jan 9, 1920) . Further, the connection between practical/field epidemiology and public health seems self-evident. Practical/field epidemiology describes the distribution of a disease phenomenon, typically over time, space and (in human populations) significant (to the policy maker/public health practitioner) social differentiations. Most typically, in times of an "outbreak", it describes the source and likely distribution of the event. An example of theoretical epidemiology may be represented by Anderson and May's text book, cited above; an example of field epidemiology as part of a public health response may be represented by Sugunan and colleagues' study of an outbreak of cholera in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands in 2002 (Sugunan, Ghosh et al. 2004) ; and an example of mathematical modelling having a clear impact on policy is represented by Anderson and May's study of the impact of vaccination against rubella and measles (Anderson and May 1983) . More recently, the notion of 'translational epidemiology' has been used to describe explicit attempts to translate scientific discoveries in epidemiology into population and public health impacts (Khoury, Gwinn, & Ioannidis, 2010; Ward, Gregson, Watts, & Garnett, 2014) . This paper sits within that framework, arguing that if:
(1) population/public health is a social endeavour, then (2) it is necessary to find innovative ways of building truly sociological variables into epidemiological models. We begin with the concept of the model.
A model is an abstraction of a system. It is a common fallacy that such an abstraction nonetheless resembles the system in all its visible aspects. However, this is most certainly not the case. While a three-dimensional model or architect's plan of a house may each resemble the object it represents; it remains a simplification of that object. So to do the mathematical statements describing any physical phenomenon. To those untrained in mathematics, a mathematical argument describing the functional relationships between defined variables of a system related to the world of disease transmission, may not be immediately accessible. Yet for those making the argument: (a) the selected variables are taken to be the critical to proper representation of some the essential features of the object being modelled; (b) the relationships between these variables are described by a set of mathematical statements which are mathematically true or false independently of the particular system being modelled.
The last observation requires elaboration. It engages a well-known and indeed fundamental philosophical question: the relation between mathematics and the world. The only necessary relationships between the mathematical models and the reality they are used to explore are that: a) they faithfully render the relationships between the physical analogues of the components of the models and b) the purely mathematical relationships are congruent to the patterns and processes in the physical world. To understand why this is the case, it is important to recall that it is not that maths just happen to describe aspects of the natural world. Although created as an abstract system of thought by human minds, maths does describe the natural world because the human mind is a product of that world and therefore, when it thinks mathematically, it describes aspects of the patterns and relations to be found in itself and in the materials from which it is made.
Modelling involves simplifying reality in an attempt to understand the world by reducing it to a set of key variables and their functional relationships such that the model is able to provide an insight into reality that could not be obtained by mere examination. Thus "…models are not merely or mainly representations of phenomena; they are flexible tools that configure the domain, constitute its objects, and display salient features…" 6 . This directs attention to the multiple ways in which model construction is itself a social, cultural and political process (Mansnerus, 2006; Morgan, 2012) . It is also a metaphorical process (Barnett, 2012) .
Endlessly complicating epidemiological models by adding components has proved to be of limited value. While the organising rule may be parsimony, the temptation must be to compensate for any poverty of approximation to the phenomena being modelled by adding more variables. Of course, in principle, increasing complexity leads logically to reproduction of the object rather than modelling of it. Hence, the modelling process becomes a balancing act between parsimony and addition of variables where maximum parsimony with maximum explanatory power is the desired heuristic goal.
Modelling infectious disease transmission
Where infectious disease transmission is being modelled, the challenge may be to add variables and functions which represent assumed aspects of human behaviour which are germane to transmission. Such attempts to understand transmission may take into consideration a wider range of "social" or "economic" variables, representing theoretically derived significant groups such as occupational or income classes, gender, spatial classes, ethnic identities, migration status, &c &c. The connections between these variables may be described by such general terms "mixing patterns" or "contact networks" (Ward et al., 2014) . Thus, in the case of STIs, sexual mixing patterns are significant t (Adimora & Schoenbach, 2005; Aral et al., 1999; Garnett & Anderson, 1993 , 1994 Gupta, Anderson, & May, 1989; Jennings, Glass, Parham, Adler, & Ellen, 2004; Kyung-Hee, Operario, Gregorich, & Lei, 2003) , while, in that of pandemic influenza, child-child and child-adult mixing patterns are significant (Fedson, 2005; Ferguson, Fraser, Donnelly, Ghani, & Anderson, 2004; Pham Ngoc et al., 2006; Poland, Jacobson, & Targonski, 2007; Rahamat-Langendoen, van Vliet, & Suijkerbuijk, 2006; Schenzle, 1984; Ungchusak et al., 2005) , or more broadly rates of mixing within and between age cohorts may be an important variable. It is feature of most epidemiological systems that such patterns are notoriously difficult to measure.
The practical public health questions a model aims to address influence the level of model complexity (Bruch & Atwell, 2013) . While a given epidemiological pattern can be described with a parsimonious model incorporating aggregated variables, assessment of the effectiveness of control or surveillance scenarios targeted to a social, economic or spatial stratum or segment of the population will require disaggregating those variables, and introducing new parameters. Such models can be seen as more "realistic", as they better account for population heterogeneity and include more details about disease transmission pathways. Yet, estimation of these additional parameters is also associated with some levels of uncertainty, contributing to the overall uncertainty of the model outcomes. While the increase in model complexity can be driven by practical, public health questions that need to addressed (and also by increasing computing capability), the resulting uncertainty in the model outcomes may be so large that such models may be of little value to their initial purpose.
The fit of a model to an observed epidemiological pattern, e.g. an incidence curve, is often interpreted as a validation of the relevance of the modelled processes for the epidemiology of the studied disease. Such models are then modified to integrate various control scenarios, and to assess their effectiveness if these control strategies are to satisfy a given condition, for instance, disease elimination. Yet, the initial fit to the observed epidemiological pattern does not guarantee that the model incorporating control scenarios is still valid (and in any case, 'fitting' a model to data is intrinisically problematic if too many parameters are involved.) This is because control activities are generally modelled as though they are exogenous to the system: in other words, they would not modify risky behaviours or processes others than those they target. For instance, preventive measures may often be limited to their direct impact on the probability of a given contact resulting in infection, while their indirect impact on, for instance, mixing patterns will be ignored. The fact that a given set of processes allows reproduction of an epidemiological pattern, does not mean that they remain relevant when that "context" has been modified by, for instance, implementation of control interventions.
From models to action
We now consider the problem of how to move from the output of an abstract model to arriving at decisions as to how to act in the world? Model outputs form a probability distribution. It is from such distributions, combined with other information -for example, political, financial and ethical constraints to action -that policy-makers choose as they decide upon practical politics and actions. The primary problem is the significant loss of power to understand and predict behaviour as complexity is added to a model. However, even if it were possible to reliably construct a complex mathematical model incorporating all of the seemingly relevant variables (and variation therein), we would still be faced with the problem of obtaining reasonable estimates of the important parameters, particularly those pertaining to social behaviour. One particular social behaviour, sexual behaviour, presents a particular challenge where models of STIs are concerned.
Here we propose an approach that seeks to address both of these problems by: (a) developing a new analytical method that bypasses the errors inherent in the measurement of some particular types of long standing (and highly contentious and debated) forms of social categorisation; (b) preserving the requirement for parsimony in mathematical models in order that they can continue to be of practical and theoretical value in our understanding of infectious disease transmission.
To these ends, individual behaviours may be thought of as aggregating into emergent orders. In classical sociology, these have often been described as "institutions," although emergent orders are not necessarily the same as 'social institutions' and emergent orders may even turn out to be 'latent structures' of which social actors may be unaware or barely aware. Looked at from the perspective of the emergent properties of systems in general, and here of social systems in particular, we point to the potential of examining these emergent properties so as to be able to say something about how collective behaviours of various kinds regulate exposure to hazards of which infectious disease acquisition is a sub-type. So we must consider what we mean by social behaviour.
Over the last few years, several mathematical models have explored how interactions between individuals may influence emergence of specific behaviours (Grund, Waloszek, & Helbing, 2013 ) and how adaptive behaviours may impact on disease dynamics (Funk, Salathé, Vincent & Jansen, 2010; Perrings et al., 2014) . Individual behaviours and their determinants are often explicitly modelled based on the behavioural assumptions of neoclassical microeconomics (Epstein, Parker, Cummings, & Hammond, 2008) . We do not concern ourselves here with how individual actions aggregate into emergent properties. This is indeed an extremely important scientific question, which has rightly received considerable attention (Bruch & Atwell, 2013; Grimm & Railsback, 2004; Grimm et al., 2005; Levin, 1999) . Instead, we propose treating emergent properties as variables of interest in understanding social behaviours relevant to infectious disease transmission; variables and processes leading to the emergence of these properties would not be modelled.
Thus, rather than seeking the origins of the emergent orders, we propose adopting an empirical approach by identifying and measuring significant emergent properties and including these directly as variables in a model. This approach does not necessarily adopt the behavioural assumptions of neoclassical economics and may well integrate behavioural assumptions that take account of local understandings and theories in the sense that Max Weber used that term (Weber, 1978) , understanding the world as rational from the actor's perspective. In other words, understanding the world in ways commonly deployed in anthropological understandings of people's behaviour in the face of infectious diseases (Hewlett & Amola, 2003; Leach, 2010 Leach, , 2014 Parker & Allen, 2013) . This means taking account of actors' understanding of situations, understandings which may appear 'irrational', but understandings and beliefs that are nonetheless at least partial determinants of individuals' and groups' actions.
Social behaviour and emergent properties
It might be argued that all human behaviour is in some respect "social". The question is what kinds of conceptualisation of behaviour is useful such that it both: a) represents that behaviour and b) informs epidemiological models, so they "capture" behaviours in ways which enhance our understanding of the socio-economic and socio-cultural processes of infectious disease transmission?
The relevant types of behaviour for this kind of analysis should meet the following criterion: they would be able to epitomise the influence of diverse and powerful sets of social, economic and cultural influences. But such analysis and causal influence of each of which would require huge and probably very long term and contentious debate. Here we do not follow that analytical path; nor do we engage with those debates at any length. Instead, we adopt a new approach by introducing analytically derived variables which can be operationalised and combine individuals' subjective experience of their social, economic and cultural milieu by summarising their experience of social, cultural and economic life, capturing the point at which their agency is constrained by social structure. This type of variable can be thought of as an emergent property of social, cultural and economic life. We believe that such variables are able to bring together the perspectives of the social person looking out on their experience of how social structures, cultural demands and economic imperatives facilitate, limit or encourage personal choices.
One such emergent property variable -but almost certainly not the only one -is the variable "hope" (Barnett 2008; Barnett and Weston 2008) . Here this stands as an exemplar of the process of using such an emergent property variable might be used. Its use is discussed and analysed at greater length elsewhere (Barnett, Seeley, Levin, & Katongole, 2015) . Hope is a variable that: 1) captures the individual's experience of their social, economic, cultural and political environment looking out from within their place in that milieu; and 2) when aggregated for a population or sub-population (for example an income or occupational class, a gender identity, a status group, an ethnic group) captures that population or sub-population's experience.
In each case, the variable hope (as measured using a rigorous and validated instrument) potentially provides a datum for input into an epidemiological model as socio-cultural or socio-economic modulators of the rates at which individuals and thus collectivities became infected. In addition to the variable hope, other possible emergent properties which could be used in the same way and also in principle be represented now or in the future by validated scales include: fear, disgust (Curtis 2013) , pp. 186-9, aspiration, optimism, nationalism, patriotism, cynicism, or even a general tendency toward biased judgements about social groups (Banaji and Greenwald 2013) . These variables are likely to influence risk behaviours in many ways, most obviously in the case of disgust and the likelihood of orofaecal pathogen exposure (Curtis, 2013) . However, individual or group decision perspectives influenced by high or low hope may affect exposure to infection. For example, a destitute woman's decision/capability to insist her sexual partner use a condom will be conditioned, to a degree, by her level of hope about the likelihood of being able to earn an income alternative to the 'gift' he will give her in the morning. We suggest that individual and group hope schedules affect individual and group risk perception and behaviour, and that there is a relationship between hope, risk exposure and acquisition of HIV and/or behaviours known to be associated with risk of HIV acquisition (Barnett & Blaikie, 1992; Worth, 1989) . Such proposed variables could be used cross culturally to describe aspects of a society (or for that matter of a social group or subset within a society) which are likely (and this has to be tested and so stands for the moment only as an hypothesis) to influence and represent social behaviours relevant to the rates of acquisition of infectious diseases under different circumstances.
Social currents
This idea is not entirely new; indeed these emergent property variables have very deep roots in sociological theory. They may be thought of as having the characteristics of social currents as this term was invented and used by the sociologist Emile Durkheim (Durkheim, Solovay et al. 1965; Durkheim and Simpson 1970) . Some of these categories describe important non-rational 7 behaviours which have social implications. It is important to have these non-rational elements at least in part because so much health education intervention theory to contain infectious diseases has depended heavily on rational choice and allied rationalistic approaches to human behaviour (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975) . In contrast, we know from the public understanding of science literature that non-rational behaviour is of very considerable importance in people's understanding of infectious disease and for what often turn out to be very sophisticated reasons which engage with significant questions about science as a probabilistic practice (Rubincam 2013) , a modus operandi often obscured in the public mind by the authoritative image of the white-coated male expert.
In a wider and different theoretical context, that of evolutionary biology, such forms of action are described by Aunger and Curtis (Aunger and Curtis 2013) as "motives" 8 and suggested as having their origins in the evolutionary history of human beings (and indeed other animals). These authors identify fifteen human motives, which they list as: lust, hunger, comfort, fear, disgust, attract, love, nurture, create, hoard, affiliate, status, justice, curiosity, and play. They suggest these motives are consistent with evidence from the current literature and provide "a precise vocabulary for talking about motivation". Although these authors do not make this claim, it seems possible that such concepts might in the future be developed and deployed as scalable and measurable emergent variables to populate and calibrate models of social and economic behaviour including that which underlies transmission of infectious diseases between human beings.
Conclusion
So far, we have undertaken some limited survey and ethnographically informed field studies in Uganda. These are soon to be replicated in Tanzania as a wider theoretical and empirical study of the emergent variable hope of which the present paper forms a part. In the Uganda study, we investigate how far and in what ways the variable hope is statistically related to conditions known to favour the acquisition of HIV. We are doing this in the belief that aspects which we would not traditionally regard as quantifiable -such as hope -are in reality more quantifiable than concepts like "risk factors" and "drivers". The former term has been used to refer to correlational associations between an epidemiologically significant variable (for example acquisition of a disease) and another variable (exposure to polluted water) which, while strongly suspected to be associated with disease acquisition, may or may not be causal in its association with that variable. The latter term, driver, has in recent years been frequently used to describe the ways in which micro (individual) and macro (institutional, systemic) elements affect the risk of infection (Gupta 2008; Auerbach 2011; Parkhurst 2013 ). Although we have sketched a range of possible emergent property variables in the preceding, for the moment we are centrally focused on a test variable representing this general type of emergent property variable. We are doing this to present and begin to test the view that such a variable:
1. Captures individuals' experience of their social, economic, cultural and political environment looking out from within their place in that milieu; 2. When aggregated for a population or sub-population (for example an income or occupational class, a gender identity, a status group, an ethnic group) captures that population or sub-population's experience; 3. When measured using a rigorous and validated instrument potentially provides a datum for input into epidemiological models as socio-cultural or socio-economic modulators of the rates at which individuals and thus collectivities became infected. 4. If feasible and practicable would provide a way forward from the view that such is the complexity of, for example, human sexual partner choices, that it is in practice too difficult to specify them mathematically (Anderson, Gupta, & Ng, 1990 
